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This week’s theme: Strength in our weakness
Snack Size includes things to do, read and consider while your group can’t meet together
during lockdown. Don’t feel you have to do everything. You might want to have a conversation
with other group members/leaders about these - maybe with the person who sent you this.
Each week has a different theme. To help you consider it, there are two videos each week which
can be found on the Urban Saints page on Facebook - a ‘starter’ video which will be available
on Tuesday morning and a ‘challenge’ video posted on Thursday.

Which Disney character? - answers
Last week we included a Disney sihouette quiz. The answers are:
1. Olaf
2. Flounder
3. Tinkerbell
4. Jiminy Cricket
5. Lumiere

Kim’s Game
Check out the picture on the last page. Give yourself 30 seconds to look at it and try and
memorise everything that is there. Then cover it over and write down as many as you can
remember without looking at the picture again. Give yourself 30 seconds for this too. Now look
at the picture and see how many you got. If you got over 15, you did amazingly well!
Some of the items pictured were in our Tuesday video this week and are linked to this week’s
theme.

Reflect
What has been your high point of the last week?
What was your lowest moment?
What would you like to say to God in response?

Bible Bit
Look at 1 Samuel 16:1-13 in the Bible. If you don’t have a copy of the Bible, you can read the
passage online at:  https://www.bible.com/en-GB/bible/116/1SA.16.NLT
Now consider these questions:
■ What does this story tell me about God?
■ What does this story tell me about people (or myself)?
■ If this is God's word for my life, what will I do about it?
■ Who am I going to tell?

Hi young people!
While we can’t meet as a group, we wanted to stay in
touch by giving you something to keep thinking about,
even though we can’t be together. So here is….

6. Pumbaa
7. Belle & Beast
8. Ariel
9. Sebastian
10. Genie
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What is strength? Do you think of muscles and  superheroes like Captain America?
Let’s look at why Captain America was chosen to become the super-soldier:
Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ip8Pynrt4-U

This part of Captain America’s story is similar to David’s. Captain America was chosen as the
first Super Soldier because of the strength of his character, not of his biceps! The Bible says
that “if you are faithful in little things, you will be faithful in large ones” (Luke 16:10) and we
believe this speaks of strength as well as other talents and resources.
If Captain America, or David in the Bible, can be faithful to what is right when he has a small
amount of strength or influence, then when given more he was able to remain honest and a
good leader.
Against all odds, David went on to fight and defeat a physically strong giant of a man called
Goliath in battle (see chapter 17), wrote loads of songs which are in the Bible book of Psalms,
and became what many believed was the greatest King Israel ever had. He didn’t lead a perfect
life, but God chose him for a job, and equipped him for the role he was given. God looked
beyond the surface, into his heart, and recognised the potential of his inner strength.

Questions to think about:
1. What comes to mind when you think of the word ‘strength’?
2. Do you sometimes feel weak? What makes you feel that way?
3. Do you think that sometimes God is able to show his strength more when you are in a position
of weakness?
4. What might it look like for you to stop judging by outward appearances, and look at people’s
hearts?

Time to think
Think about the question, ‘who is the strongest person you know?’ - not just physically but in
other ways. Which qualities make this person strong?
Now think about this list of characteristics. Maybe ask God to make you strong in these ways:
■ Patient
■ Kind
■ Content, not jealous
■ Modest, not boastful
■ Humble, not proud
■ Uplifting, not critical

You may recognise these from 1 Corinthians 13 as descriptions of love. Love and strength go
hand in hand - when you are confident you are loved by God, it helps develop strength of
character.

Challenge
As you’ll see in Thursday’s video, the challenge this week is to memorise Isaiah 40 verse 31:

“Those who trust in the Lord will find new strength.
They will soar high on wings like eagles.

They will run and not grow weary.
They will walk and not faint.“

■ Forgiving
■ Truthful
■ Keeps going
■ Faithful
■ Hopeful
■ Sticks at it
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